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Why should you use a rod end rear suspension on your C4? In a word: binding. A better description would be “inherent friction.” We
all know that in the real world there is always friction, but in the application of the C4 rear suspension you want to minimize all the friction
sources you can so that the motion of the suspension is defined simply by the shock and spring settings. The inherent friction, or binding, in
the rear suspension will mask, and effectively change, the affect the shocks and springs will have. So all the money you spent on adjustable
shocks, stiffer leaf springs, or coilovers isn’t worth the investment because you’re not getting what you really set on those components. You
want to know that when you set a certain shock value and spring rate that you are getting as close as possible to those true settings.
So where is this binding coming from? It’s coming from the OE rubber or aftermarket urethane bushings. It’s not the rubber or
urethane itself that’s the problem, but rather how they end up being assembled in the rear suspension.
Let’s look at the upper and lower trailing arms, as they’re usually the worst culprits. The OE dogbones have a rubber bushing on each
side of each mounting point with a metal sleeve in the middle (see FIGs 1 & 2 below).
FIG 1: EXPLODED VIEW, OE DOGBONE

FIG 2: CUTAWAY VIEW, ASSEMBLED DOGBONE
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What is typically the case is that when assembled, the width of the shoulders of the bushings is wider than the opening in the frame
bracket (see Fig 3). This means that they usually have to be pressed into the frame bracket. Does it make sense that if you’re trying to put
something together with as little friction as possible that you would have to force or tap it into place? No of course not.
Since rubber (or urethane) is compressible it will deform and collapse to
FIG 3: OE DOGBONE & FRAME MOUNTED BRACKET allow the trailing arm into the bracket. However, once in place the rubber
wants to expand back to its original shape and the shoulder of the bushing will
push on the side of the bracket. Since the bushing is a polymer and has a
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somewhat grippy surface, you now have what can be a significant force that is
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squeezing the trailing arm in the direction of the axis of the bolt. Multiply that
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by four, because there are four trailing arm mounting points per side, and you
can see that this can quickly become significant.
If you’re like me and need to see something to believe it, you can do a
AMOUNT BUSHING SHOULDER
simple test. It should be said at this point that this test works best when the
IS COMPRESSED
bottom of the shock is disconnect from the knuckle, and the spring tension
removed. There are multiple ways to remove the spring tension but the way that works best for this application is to remove the nut on the
spring bolt, totally disconnecting the spring from the knuckle. This needs to be done with caution and you should consult your GM
service manual for instructions on how to remove the spring from the spring bolt.
Lift your car and remove one of the rear wheels. Simply remove the bolt that attaches the trailing arm to the suspension knuckle as
shown in FIG 4 (the upper trailing arm is usually more accessible). Don’t worry about changing your alignment, as long as this is the only
thing removed nothing will have changed once you reattach the trailing arm.
FIG 4: REMOVING UPPER TRAILING ARM BOLT
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Once the bolt is out try rotating the trailing arm up or down (see FIG 5). What are you feeling? If it moves freely, or drops under it’s
own weight when you remove the bolt, congratulations! You have one of the few C4s that has been setup properly for rubber or urethane
bushings.
More often than not however, the trailing arm will only move with some effort. You may even hear some noise when you rotate the
trailing arm. That noise is the bushing rubbing against the mounting bracket. This is equivalent to how a sneaker will stick and make noise on
a basketball court. Not exactly the frictionless system we’re looking for is it?
One other thing to do while the trailing arm is disconnected: try
FIG 5: MOVEMENT OF UPPER TRAILING
to twist the trailing arm as if it were a bolt (see FIG 5). Then try to
ARM WITH KNUCKLE BOLT REMOVED
push on the face of the bushing towards the center or the car. It likely
doesn’t want to easily move in either direction. Keep that in mind for
TRAILING ARM WILL LIKELY ROTATE
IN THIS DIRECTION WITH SOME EFFORT.
later in the article.
MAY ALSO HEAR NOISE WHEN DOING SO.
Rubber or urethane bushings are not inherently a bad choice.
They’re
not as good as a rod end suspension but they can be setup
TRAILING ARM WILL LIKELY
properly to remove as much friction as possible. But that’s a topic for
NOT TWIST IN THIS DIRECTION.
(see note below)
another day, and another article.
So how does this rod end contraption work? A rod end,
sometimes called a heim joint or spherical bearing is a multi-piece
device that consists of a ball with a hole through it inside a housing
that has a spherical shape for the ball to reside in. This allows the
ball to rotate freely in any direction but the rod end as a whole will not
move forward, back or side to side. There are many nuisances of rod
ends: two piece or three piece design, greased or dry lubricated, the
TRAILING ARM
materials they made of, etc. We’ll lump them all together for now
WILL LIKELY
since they all accomplish the same thing and talk more about these
NOT MOVE IN
OR OUT IN
aspects later.
NOTE:
THIS DIRECTION
Try to picture replacing the OE trailing arm with one that has a
If the OE trailing
(see note below)
arm does move in or
rod
end
on each side rather than the bushings. Think about attaching
out, or twists, pay attention
one
end
to the frame bracket the same as the OE trailing arm, but
to how it does so. Does it
feel smooth and controlled? Or
leaving the other end free, just like when you removed the bolt that
does it feel like there is just excess
attached the OE trailing arm to the knuckle.
clearance in the bolt hole? If there is
Keeping in mind that the rod end can rotate in any direction, but
excess clearance you will be able to
move the trailing arm in the direction
not move linearly in any, what would the trailing arm be able to do? It
of the yellow arrow shown above,
can rotate up and down just like the OE trailing arm but it can move in
and this is never good. At the very
and out from the center of the car to the outside, and it can twist.
least this is an indication that the OE
bushings need to be replaced as they are no
Compare that to when you tried to do the same thing with your
longer performing as they were intended.
disconnected OE trailing arm.
Let’s take a closer look at the rod end and how it accomplishes all this movement. The rod end will rotate around the mounting bolt
just like the OE dogbone (FIG 6).

FIG 6: UPPER TRAILING ARM AS VIEWED FROM SIDE OF CAR
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It also moves in and out from the center of the car (FIG 7).
FIG 7: UPPER TRAILING ROTATION TOWARDS CENTER OF CAR
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And it will twist when you grasp the trailing arm body and rotate it (FIG 8).
FIG 8: TWIST OF THE UPPER TRAILING
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If you were to fully install both upper and lower trailing arms with BMS products, the knuckle will be able to move more than is can
with the OE arms. It will have significantly more freedom to rotate than with the OE parts, and it will move more easily because there is
considerably less friction or binding than with the rubber bushings.
It is this ability of the knuckle to move more freely that is the key to how and why this kind of system works. Since the tire attaches
to the knuckle and the knuckle can move in multiple directions, it can adjust itself such that the tire stays in contact with the ground better,
and more of the time. The reduced friction of this type of system also masks the shock and spring settings far less, letting them do their
work in a more predictable way. In addition, the knuckle can respond to the inputs of the shocks and springs more quickly because of the
reduced friction.
This same concept translates directly to the camber rods as well, even though they have a slightly different function.
So that’s it! Those are the basics of how a rod end suspension works to reduce binding in the rear suspension of your beloved C4.
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As previously mentioned there are many different kinds of rod ends. Some are simple two piece designs that have a ball assembled
into a housing that has a matching, female spherical shape for the ball to reside and rotate in. Some are a three piece design. In those the
ball will reside in a cylindrical shaped housing that is then pressed into the main housing (see Fig 9).
FIG 9
3 PIECE DESIGN

2 PIECE DESIGN

Various metals and plastics are used and combined to create a vast array of options when choosing a rod end. One of the biggest
choices in our opinion is whether the ball and housing are metal and whether they are in contact with each other, or have a barrier between
them.
The other common choice for this application is a metal ball with a metal housing and nothing between the two. This type of rod end
needs to be greased to ensure that the parts don’t rub against each other in such a way that one or both of them are damaged.
The rod ends we use in BMS products have both a high strength ball and housing. Between them is a thin layer of Teflon, a very
slippery material that tends to be soft. This Teflon lining not only acts as a dry lubricating system, eliminating the need to grease the rod
ends, but also acts as a thin layer of noise insulation so that the ball and housing can’t “click together” like metal on metal rod ends can,
even when grease is applied. Grease also tends to get dirt and grime in it which then mix together to become an abrasive slurry. The
Teflon is soft and moves around as the rod end is broken in to form a thin, uniform layer between the ball and housing. The Teflon can
actually help keep the inside of the rod end clean by wiping off the ball before it goes into the housing.
Now if you take one of our rod ends out the box and tried to move the ball around in the housing you might find that it takes some
effort. Of course this might cause you to ask “what the hell was he talking about, this isn’t low friction?” Keep in mind that this rod end is
brand new and has not had a chance to break in. As the ball moves around in the housing when the suspension knuckle moves around, the
Teflon will be compressed and might move around a bit. This will cause the Teflon to work itself into a nice uniform layer that is just the right
thickness to let the ball move more freely in the housing (keep in mind there is no such thing as zero friction).
Even brand new, the rod ends will be considerably more free than the OE trailing arm. To prove this to yourself you can do a little
test. Remember when you first disconnected the bolt that held the OE trailing arm to the knuckle? How much effort did it take to move the
trailing arm? Now if you install the rod end trailing arm to the frame bracket and leave the knuckle side free, see how much effort it takes to
move the trailing arm. It should be considerably less AND it should move in many more directions than the OE trailing arm did. If you lift the
rod end trailing arm just above the top of the knuckle, let it go and it falls under its own weight, that’s as good as it gets.

